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INNOVATION IN END-TO-END CONNECTIVITY
Forecasts are an amalgamation of analyst data and Intel analysis, based upon current expectations and available information, and are subject to change without notice. Silicon Photonics includes 100G+ links in the data center. Ethernet Switch Silicon TAM is not included in Connectivity chart (is included in Network Logic Silicon TAM).
CRITICALITY OF CONNECTIVITY TO COMPUTE

CONNECTIVITY DEFINES PERFORMANCE AT SCALE
- Improves Compute Performance, Efficiency & Scale
- Enables Storage & Accelerator Pools
- Enforces Platform Policy & Security
- Enables Warehouse → Global-scale Compute

SILICON PHOTONICS ENABLES SCALE
- Spans Increasing Distance @ Increasing Speed

SMARTNIC ACCELERATES INFRASTRUCTURE WORKLOADS
- Network, Storage, Security

INTERCONNECT: MODULES & CABLES

SWITCH: TOP OF RACK

NIC: HOST-FABRIC INTERFACE

NIC, SERVER
CRITICALITY OF CONNECTIVITY TO SCALE

EXPOENTIAL DATA GROWTH → FABRIC INNOVATIONS

Source: IDC

CONNECTIVITY GROWING SUPER-LINEARLY TO SUPPORT SCALE OUT OF COMPUTE & STORAGE

PER DATA CENTER... GROWTH '15-'18

- SERVERS 10X
- SWITCHES >15X
- OPTICAL TRANSCEIVERS >30X

INNOVATION IS REQUIRED

1 Source: Intel estimates of connectivity growth in hyper-scale cloud datacenters
#IntelDCISummit
DATA CENTER NETWORK INFLECTIONS: HOW WE WIN

**Infrastructure Acceleration Improves Performance**

*Strategy: Deliver Intelligent Platform Acceleration*
- Performance-Optimized Solutions
- Deliver Flexible Platform

**Cloud Scale: The Big Get Bigger**

*Strategy: Pioneer Next-gen Connectivity*
- Co-innovate with Cloud
- Next Gen Product Collaboration

**Critical Workloads Evolve the Network**

*Strategy: Offer End-to-End Solutions*
- Optimize Connectivity Solutions for AI, Storage
- Optical IO Integration

#IntelDCISummit
INTEL’S CONNECTIVITY PORTFOLIO

INTEL® ETHERNET
30+ YEAR LEADERSHIP

INTEL® SILICON PHOTONICS
LIGHTING UP SILICON

INTEL® OMNI-PATH FABRICS
LEADING HPC FABRICS

#IntelDCISummit
Intel® Ethernet Portfolio & Intel® PACs

1. Source: #1 in server Ethernet Controller and Adapter revenue MSS. Dell'Oro Research CA01A_Expanded_Controller_and_Adapter_Report_1Q18. “Intel remained the clear leader in the 10 Gbps controller and adapter market, posting all-time-highs of 80% share in port shipments.”

Foundational NICs
- Broad Portfolio
  - 1GbE – 100GbE
- 30+ Years of Leadership
- #1 MSS

New! SmartNICs
- Infrastructure Acceleration
- Fully Validated Solution Packages
- Highly Programmable

Programmable Acceleration Cards
- Versatile, Multi-Function Acceleration
- Intel-FPGA Based
- Fully Programmable

Leading Portfolio of Intelligent, Configurable Networking Products
NEW INTEL – SMARTNIC PRODUCT FAMILY

Improved TCO and System Performance for Comms and Cloud Service Providers

**Using Foundational NICs**

**Using SmartNICs**

**Cascade Glacier**

**Intel Leadership**

**Industry First**
World's First SmartNIC that Supports VM Live Migration Without Special Drivers¹

**Highly Efficient**
Minimizes CPU core Usage With Full Open vSwitch Acceleration On SmartNIC²

**Programmability with Ease of Deployment**
Unique Validated Solution Packages for Infrastructure Acceleration with Intel's Leading FPGAs

**Cascade Glacier**
Sampling Now 2x25GbE Today 100GbE In Future

---

¹ Intel provides industry’s only hardware-based VirtIO support
² Based on Intel lab data for full OVS offload including fast path and slow path

#IntelDCISummit
INTEL® SILICON PHOTONICS: OPTICS AT SILICON SCALE

SILICON INTEGRATION
Integrated Optics, Enabled by Intel's Hybrid Laser Technology

SILICON MANUFACTURING
Advanced CMOS Mfg Process at Intel Fabs On 300mm Wafers

SILICON SCALE
Automated On-wafer Optical, Electrical, and High-speed Test

DIFFERENTIATED SOLUTION THROUGH HYBRID LASER APPROACH

Intel® Silicon Photonics: optics at silicon scale
Integrated Optics, Enabled by Intel’s Hybrid Laser Technology
Advanced CMOS Mfg Process at Intel Fabs On 300mm Wafers
Automated On-wafer Optical, Electrical, and High-speed Test

InP
Si

Differentiated solution through hybrid laser approach
INTEL® SILICON PHOTONICS – LIGHTING UP INTEL SILICON

INTERCONNECT: MODULES & CABLES

ENABLING SCALE
Spans Increasing Distance at Increasing Speed
Integrated Optics + Intel Hybrid Laser = High Volume

SWITCH: TOP OF RACK

GAINING MOMENTUM
Ramped Hyper-scale Cloud
Demonstrated 400G
Winning Awards
New 5G Product

NIC: HOST-FABRIC INTERFACE

IN VOLUME PRODUCTION WITH MILLION+ UNIT RUN RATE

#IntelDCISummit

DATA-CENTRIC INNOVATION SUMMIT
INTEL® SILICON PHOTONICS – NEW GROWTH BUSINESS
SILICON-BASED PHOTONIC PLATFORM MANUFACTURED BY INTEL

IN PRODUCTION AT CLOUD SCALE
100G Optical Module Portfolio

LIGHTING UP INTEL SILICON
Highly-integrated Photonics
Co-packaged with Logic Silicon
Reduces Power, Costs & Complexity
Increases Density

OFFERS SIGNIFICANT GROWTH FOR DCG
~$7B Datacenter TAM in 2022

Source: 1. Based on measurements of Intel Silicon Photonics vs traditional optics “gold box” products
2. 2018 Intel estimates based in part on Dell’Oro, Crehan and Lightcounting 2018 reports

#IntelDCISummit
INTEL® OMNI-PATH ARCHITECTURE MARKET SUCCESS

END-TO-END HPC FABRIC SOLUTION
Silicon, Systems, Software

DEPLOYED IN ALL REGIONS & ALL SEGMENTS
Supercomputers
Artificial Intelligence
HPC Cloud
Traditional HPC
Enterprise R&D

TOP500 MOMENTUM
Record # of Systems / FLOPS
Up ~36% In Total FLOPs Since Nov ’17
50% 100Gb Nodes
18% of Top100 Systems
27% of Top100 Green Systems

Source: Top500.org June ’18

*Other names and brands may be claimed as property of others.
#IntelDCISummit
SUMMARY: CONNECTIVITY IS CRITICAL TO COMPUTE

CONNECTIVITY UNLEASHES THE POWER OF COMPUTE AT SCALE

CONNECTIVITY IS AN $11B+ DATACENTER OPPORTUNITY

SMARTNICS AND SILICON PHOTONICS REVOLUTIONIZE NETWORK EFFICIENCY

INTEL’S E2E CONNECTIVITY PORTFOLIO LEADS THE INDUSTRY

Forecasts are an amalgamation of analyst data and Intel analysis, based upon current expectations and available information, and are subject to change without notice. Silicon Photonics includes 100G+ links in the data center. Ethernet switch silicon TAM is included in Network Logic Silicon TAM.
NOTICE & DISCLAIMERS

Intel technologies' features and benefits depend on system configuration and may require enabled hardware, software or service activation. Performance varies depending on system configuration. **No computer system can be absolutely secure.**

Tests document performance of components on a particular test, in specific systems. Differences in hardware, software, or configuration will affect actual performance. For more complete information about performance and benchmark results, visit [http://www.intel.com/benchmarks](http://www.intel.com/benchmarks).

Software and workloads used in performance tests may have been optimized for performance only on Intel microprocessors. Performance tests, such as SYSmark and MobileMark, are measured using specific computer systems, components, software, operations and functions. Any change to any of those factors may cause the results to vary. You should consult other information and performance tests to assist you in fully evaluating your contemplated purchases, including the performance of that product when combined with other products. For more complete information visit [http://www.intel.com/benchmarks](http://www.intel.com/benchmarks).

Intel’s compilers may or may not optimize to the same degree for non-Intel microprocessors for optimizations that are not unique to Intel microprocessors. These optimizations include SSE2, SSE3, and SSSE3 instruction sets and other optimizations. Intel does not guarantee the availability, functionality, or effectiveness of any optimization on microprocessors not manufactured by Intel. Microprocessor-dependent optimizations in this product are intended for use with Intel microprocessors. Certain optimizations not specific to Intel microarchitecture are reserved for Intel microprocessors. Please refer to the applicable product User and Reference Guides for more information regarding the specific instruction sets covered by this notice.

Cost reduction scenarios described are intended as examples of how a given Intel-based product, in the specified circumstances and configurations, may affect future costs and provide cost savings. Circumstances will vary. Intel does not guarantee any costs or cost reduction.

The benchmark results may need to be revised as additional testing is conducted. The results depend on the specific platform configurations and workloads utilized in the testing, and may not be applicable to any particular user's components, computer system or workloads. The results are not necessarily representative of other benchmarks and other benchmark results may show greater or lesser impact from mitigations.

© 2018 Intel Corporation.

*Other names and brands may be claimed as property of others.*
Statements in this presentation that refer to business outlook, future plans and expectations are forward-looking statements that involve a number of risks and uncertainties. Words such as "anticipates," "expects," "intends," "goals," "plans," "believes," "seeks," "estimates," "continues," "may," "will," "would," "should," "could," and variations of such words and similar expressions are intended to identify such forward-looking statements. Statements that refer to or are based on projections, uncertain events or assumptions also identify forward-looking statements. Such statements are based on management's current expectations, unless an earlier date is indicated, and involve many risks and uncertainties that could cause actual results to differ materially from those expressed or implied in these forward-looking statements. Important factors that could cause actual results to differ materially from the company's expectations are set forth in Intel's earnings release dated July 26, 2018, which is included as an exhibit to Intel's Form 8-K furnished to the SEC on such date. Additional information regarding these and other factors that could affect Intel's results is included in Intel's SEC filings, including the company's most recent reports on Forms 10-K and 10-Q. Copies of Intel's Form 10-K, 10-Q and 8-K reports may be obtained by visiting our Investor Relations website at www.intc.com or the SEC's website at www.sec.gov.

All information in this presentation reflects management's views as of the date of this presentation, unless an earlier date is indicated. Intel does not undertake, and expressly disclaims any duty, to update any statement made in this presentation, whether as a result of new information, new developments or otherwise, except to the extent that disclosure may be required by law.